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Breaking news in the online marketing world is the release of a new software called
Sitebildz. The new Sitebildz software was launched this month in May 2013 and is
creating quite a buzz for online marketers and entrepreneurs as it is a website
creator and mobile app creator. Read the Sitebildz review here.

(Newswire.net -- May 20, 2013) Brisbane, AUS -- Breaking news in the online marketing
world is the release of a new software called Sitebildz. The new Sitebildz software was

launched this month in May 2013 and is creating quite a buzz for online marketers and entrepreneurs. 

Creators: Sitebildz was created by the same company that provided the well know software called SENuke.  It has
taken over one year to create the program and over 6 figures has been spent on programming the software.  It
provides the first multi-platform software to combine affiliate marketing, site flipping and mobile app creation.   For
online marketers these are the thee biggest online income earners.

According to current statistics the mobile app market alone is a multi billion dollar industry which is continually
growing.  The Sitebildz software has made this market accessible to everyone as it gives users the ability to create
their own apps and break into the mobile app industry. 

Review: On review the software runs a web browser and therefore does not require any installation on  your
computer.  The dashboard for the software is laid out in an easy to navigate interface with each section clearly
labelled for the user to work with in a logical sequence.

It is seen that the creators of the software have worked to help eliminate the technical concerns with online marketing
and make it easier for anyone to get started to make an income online.  Users of the software are able to  build
professional looking websites in minutes.  This is achieved as Sitebildz provides the user with cutomizable wordpress
themes to create professional looking websites.  Also all the websites that are created are optimized for viewing on
any mobile device.

Another great feature of the Sitebildz software is that the websites that are created are hosted at no cost on their fast
and reliable servers for as long as users remain members.  These servers are monitored to ensure they are 100%
reliable.

A added benefit of the software includes a powerful keyword research tool and a management system that allows
users to track their projects.

 The Sitebildz software is available on monthly memberships including Starter and
Business Enterprise.  Each giving unlimited websites to build and sell as many as members want, along with added
benefits for each membership.

At present the owners of the Sitebildz software are also offering a 14 day trial of the software

Refund Policy: SiteBildZ also offers a 30 day no hassle refund policy so you can try it with no risk.
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